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Abstract: The present paper extends the so-called Effective Process Time (EPT) approach to single
server flowlines with finite buffers and blocking. The power of the EPT approach is that it quantifies vari-
ability in workstation process times without the need to identify each of the contributing disturbances,
and that it directly provides an algorithm for the actual computation of EPTs. It is shown that EPT real-
izations can be simply obtained from arrival and departure times of lots, by using sample path equations.
The measured EPTs can be used for bottleneck analysis and forlumped parameter modeling. Simulation
experiments show that for lumped parameter modeling of flowlines with finite buffers, in addition to the
mean and variance, offset is also a relevant parameter of theprocess time distribution. A case from the
automotive industry illustrates the approach.
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1 Introduction

Single server workstations with finite buffer sizes in a tandem flowline represent an important class of
manufacturing systems. Examples of such flowlines are semi–synchronous lines and assembly lines, as
e.g. encountered in the automotive industry.

The performance of a flowline is commonly expressed in terms of throughput and flow time. Both
performance indicators are influenced by blocking. The finite capacity of the buffers in the single server
flowlines considered in this paper introduces blocking in the line.

Blocking causes suspension of service to a lot (which implies loss of production capacity) since a
finished lot cannot be send on due to a saturated downstream buffer. Starvation refers to the situation
where processing of the next lot is suspended due to an empty upstream buffer.

Variability in process times is the main reason that blocking and starvation occur. The variability
of process times can be traced to several common sources. First of all, natural process times are vari-
able due to differences in product types, machine states at product entry, operator behaviour, etcetera.
Furthermore, disturbances such as setups, preventive maintenance, machine failures and absence of oper-
ators occur. These disturbances cause loss of production capacity effectively available at the workstation,
which in turn reduces the throughput and increases the variability of process times. Subsequent work-
stations affect one another more prominently as the variability of process times increases. Variability of
process times on workstationj can cause starvation on workstationj + 1. Furthermore, in a flowline
with finite buffers, variability of process times of workstation j can cause blocking on workstationj� 1.

Obviously, for performance analysis of a finitely buffered flowline, an analysis tool that quantifies
both the production losses and the level of variability of process times is required. A commonly applied
performance analysis metric is the overall equipment efficiency, OEE. However, OEE can only be used
for quantifying production losses. Therefore an alternative analysis tool will be used in this paper.

Hopp and Spearman (2001) introduced this alternative concept to account for irregularities in process
times of workstations. The new concept, effective process time (EPT), is defined as the total time seen
by a lot at a workstation from a logistical point of view. Here, total time indicates the total time that the
lot has effectively consumed production capacity of the workstation. EPT is based on the notion that,



from a logistical perspective, a workstation does not care whether production capacity is claimed since
the server is processing the lot or whether production capacity is claimed by other influences. These
other influences are included in the EPT of the workstation.

Hopp and Spearman’s notion of including disturbances on processing in the effective process times
is not new, see e.g. the work of Chen and Chen (1990), Dallery and Gershwin (1992), Buzacott and
Shanthikumar (1993). The aforementioned authors all assume, or measure, distributions for the distur-
bances on processing and combine these into one single distribution. However, from industrial practice,
it is often hard to identify and quantify all individual disturbances. For this purpose, Jacobset al. (2001)
adapted the EPT concept for infinitely buffered, isolated single server workstations. They presented a
method based on sample path analysis to translate lot arrivals and departures into an EPT distribution.

The obtained EPT distributions can be used for performance optimization. Based on the characteristic
parameters of the EPT distributions, i.e. the mean effective process timete and the squared coefficient
of variation2e, a bottleneck analysis can be performed, after which an approximating model can be used
to predict the changes in system performance. Hoppet al. (2002) also usete and 2e as workstation
parameters in an open queueing network model for flowline optimisation. However, they computete
and2e from the theoretical process time values by assuming that outages are adequately represented by
exponentially distributed failures and repairs. The EPT framework presented in this paper follows the
concept of Jacobset al. (2003), which does not require the characterisation of the various contributing
disturbances. This is a clear advantage of the EPT–approachsince, as mentioned above, it is in practice
often hard or impossible to quantify all individual sourcesof disturbances.

This paper aims to generalize the EPT–approach for application to single server flowlines subject to
blocking. That is, the paper considers finite buffers ratherthan infinite ones. Workstations can no longer
be analysed in isolation due to the dependencies introducedby blocking. Therefore, an EPT–algorithm
for the blocking case is presented. Furthermore, the effectof the distribution shape on the accuracy of
the EPT lumped parameter (ELP) model is investigated. A casefrom automotive industry is used to
illustrate the EPT–approach. Note that throughout the paper, mainly the effects of blocking are discussed
since starvation also occurs in infinitely buffered workstations.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, an outline ofthe EPT–approach is presented. Subse-
quently, computation of EPT–realisations for single server workstations with finite buffers is considered
in Section 3. EPT–based lumped parameter modelling in the context of finitely buffered flowlines is
discussed in Section 4. The concepts discussed throughout this paper are illustrated using a case from
automotive industry in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 A framework for implementing EPT

The EPT–approach, based on the concept of Jacobset al. (2003), consists of four stages, as visualized in
figure 1.
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the EPT–approach

First, EPT–realisations are obtained from the discrete manufacturing system. An EPT realisation
is defined by Jacobset al. as: ‘the time a lot was in process plus the time a lot (not necessarily the
same lot) could have been in process’. EPT–realisations canbe computed from event data, such as



arrivals and departures of lots on workstations. The EPT–realisations are computed by means of an EPT–
algorithm. Concepts similar to the EPT are the completion time, the cycle time, the operation time, the
processing time and the service time (Chen and Chen 1990, Dallery and Gershwin 1992, Buzacott and
Shanthikumar 1993, Rossetti and Clark 2003). Completion times, or similar concepts, are used in sample
path–like analyses of queueing systems. However, in samplepath analysis, it is common to determine
lot departures from corresponding lot arrivals and the completion time. The EPT–concept presented in
this paper uses the sample path equations reversibly, that is, effective process times are determined from
arrival and departure data. The sample path equations are thus a means to obtain EPT–realisations from
an operating production system. The operation time as defined by Rossetti and Clark (2003) is very
similar to EPT; however, Rossetti and Clark do not use it to quantify the level of variability.

Next, the EPT–realisations are fitted to distributions. Here, distributions are fitted based on relevant
workstation properties, such as the mean EPTte and the squared coefficient of variation2e. Parameterte quantifies the mean effective capacity used for a lot by the workstation,2e quantifies the variability.

Subsequently, a so–called EPT lumped parameter (ELP) modelcan be built using the fitted distri-
butions. This ELP model can be used for performance prediction and optimisation. The structure of
the ELP model follows the original system in terms of the number of servers on each workstation, the
buffer sizes of workstations, the flow of materials between workstations, etcetera. In this model, detailed
modelling of shop–floor realities such as failures, repairs, setups, operators and lot sizes is avoided. The
various sources of variability are aggregated into the EPT–distributions of the workstations. Jacobset al.
(2003) used the term ‘meta model’ rather than ‘lumped parameter model’. However, the phrase ‘meta
model’ may suggest that a simplified model is derived from another model. Since this is certainly not
the case, the terminology ‘lumped parameter model’ is used in this paper. Here, the lumped parameters
refer to the distribution parameters of the EPT–distributions.

Before the ELP model is accepted, it is validated by comparing the throughput and flow time as
estimated by the model to those observed in the actual system, since one is interested in how well the
lumped parameter model describes the behaviour of the actual system. If the estimated throughput and
flow time are accurate enough, the ELP model and the EPT–distributions are accepted. If they are
rejected, distribution fitting and model building are reconsidered. Possible changes include enhancing
the level of detail of the model or using more parameters to fitmore accurate distributions.

If the EPT–distributions and the ELP model are accepted, they can be used for performance analysis
and optimisation. A bottleneck analysis can be carried out based on the distribution parameterste and2e of the various workstations. The effect of suggested improvements can be evaluated using the ELP
model by accordingly adjusting the EPT distribution parameters in the model.

Implementation of the EPT–approach provides several significant advantages. First of all, shop–floor
realities are included in the EPT–distributions and thus donot have to be included explicitly in the ELP
model. Now, an ELP model can be obtained that is accurate, yetsimple when compared to the detailed
models that are typically used. Second of all, since the processing disturbances are included in the EPT–
distributions, directly obtained from industrial data, the EPT parameterste and2e readily give insight in
the behaviour of the flowline, allowing for straightforwardbottleneck analysis.

3 Measuring EPT

The EPT was introduced by Hopp and Spearman (2001) to be used in queueing models. Similar concepts,
such as completion time (Chen and Chen 1990, Dallery and Gershwin 1992, Buzacott and Shanthikumar
1993), are used in sample path equations. In all references,the respective distributions are assumed to be
knowna priori, and then the sample path equations are used to derive properties concerning flow time,
throughput, etcetera. None of the authors, however, specifies how these distributions should be estimated
from industrial data.

Jacobset al. (2003) presented a method to compute EPT–realisations for infinitely buffered, isolated
workstations from industrial data. Their method does not assume the effective process time distribu-
tions a priori, but uses a sample path equation to determine these distributions. For a single machine



workstation, the sample path equation is:EPTi;j = ADi;j �max(AAi;j ;ADi�1;j); (1)

whereEPTi;j denotes the EPT realisation of loti on workstationj, ADi;j is the departure of loti
from workstationj andAAi;j is the arrival of loti on workstationj. From equation (1), one sees that
an EPT realisation encompasses all time during which the server could have been processing the lot. For
the events, the following equations are known:ADi;j�1 = AAi;j andAAi;j 6 ADi;j.

Algorithmic extensions have been presented for workstations with multiple parallel servers (Jacobs
et al. 2003) and with batching (Jacobs 2004). However, the algorithms are only applicable to worksta-
tions with an infinitely large buffer. This paper studies finite buffers, which gives rise to blocking. Due to
blocking,EPTi;j depends on events occurring on workstationj � 1, rendering the previous algorithms
inapplicable.

For finitely buffered workstations, two additional events are introduced. LetPDi;j denote the pos-
sible departure of loti from workstationj (i.e. the moment in time where workstationj finishes pro-
cessing loti) andPAi;j the possible arrival of loti on workstationj (i.e. the moment in time where
workstationj � 1 finishes processing the lot. For these new events we know thatPDi;j�1 = PAi;j andPAi;j 6 AAi;j 6 PDi;j 6 ADi;j. Then, the sample path equation is:EPTi;j = PDi;j �max (PAi;j ;ADi�1;j) ; (2)

As one can see, possible occurrences of blocking (which account for the differences between a possible
and actual event) are not included in the EPT realisation.

4 Lumped parameter modelling

Distribution fitting is the second phase of the EPT–approach. The relevant distribution parameters are
estimated based on the measured EPT–realisations and appropriate distribution functions are proposed.

Process time distributions based on the first two moments of the distribution are often used in models
of manufacturing systems consisting of workstations with infinitely large buffers. The two–moment fits
are supported by queueing theory, see Buzacott and Shanthikumar (1993) and Curryet al. (2003).

For workstations in a flowline with finite buffer sizes, distribution fitting could be more complicated.
Due to blocking, workstations are expected to affect one another more prominently. Therefore, extra
information may be needed. Regardless, in queueing theoretical approaches, two moment distribution fits
are used for computational reasons. However, once simulation techniques are used, the necessity of more
information can be reconsidered. A typical example thereofis presented by Kim and Alden (1997). They
study constant natural process times with exponentially distributed times to failure and times to repair.
In the EPT-approach, all sources of disturbances are included. In addition, no assumptions regarding the
distribution of the process times or disturbances are required. The necessity of additional distributional
information in ELP models will be studied here.

Using simulations, the influence of the offset parameter is investigated. The offset parameter is
chosen since, in practice, many operations require at leasta minimum amount of time. The offset refers
to the smallest possible value of a distribution. The simulation model is a flowline consisting of three
unbuffered single server workstations in which lots do not overtake. The three workstations have process
times distributed according to a shifted Gamma distribution. The distributional parameters arete = 1:0,2e = 1:0 and offset�e. The offset parameter is varied from�e = 0:0 to�e = 0:9.

The corresponding simulation results are presented in figure 2. The results show that for large offsets,
significant differences in throughput (Æ) and flow time (') are observed. Increasing�e from 0.0 to 0.9
results in a throughput increase of 50% and a flow time decrease of 21% (see figure 2).

The observed phenomenon can readily be explained by considering the nature of the offset. An
offsetted distribution consists of a constant part,�e, that is increased by a random variable with meantl and squared coefficient of variation2l , wheretl = te � �e. Since the variance of the process time
distribution does not change, one knows thatt2e2e = t2l 2l . Now, if tl = 0:1te (i.e.�e = 0:9), 2l = 1002e .
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Figure 2: Influence of the offset parameter onÆ and'

Due to the large2l , most process times will be small (& �e), and sporadically a value greatly exceeding
the average (� te) will occur. The sporadic large process time realisation therefore causes massive
amounts of blocking on preceding and starvation on successive workstations. If�e = 0:0 however,
all process times will be centred aroundte. Process times will thus often be larger thante, frequently
causing some blocking and starvation on preceding or successive workstations.

Additional simulation results, presented in Kock (2003), show that the offset parameter grows in-
creasingly important as the amount of blocking and starvation in the flowline increases.

5 Industrial case

A case from an automotive manufacturing plant will be used toillustrate the practical applicability of the
EPT–approach as described in Section 2.

System description

Experimental data has been obtained from one of the clients of Steelweld B.V. This particular client
produces two types of cars, calledpt0 andpt1 in the remainder of this section. Focus is on a small
semi–synchronous flowline within the manufacturing plant.On this flowline, referred to asFL in the
remainder of this section, lots are produced according to a constant product mix, i.e.pt0=(pt0 + pt1) =0:57. The actual sequence of lots is determined by an overhead scheduler. Since the scheduler is not
considered in this case, the stream of lots entering the system will have a random lot type sequence.FL consists of a transport system and eleven workstations in tandem (i.e. sequential). The work-
stations are labelledWS0 to W S10. Here,WS1 andW S2 are manual workstations, served by one
operator. WorkstationsW S7 andW S8 are single buffer spaces. WorkstationWS10 is used for (occa-
sional) manual quality checks. All other workstations in the line are used for hotmelting.

First stage of the EPT–approach

The event data needed for the EPT analysis is obtained from the programmable logic controllers (PLCs)
within FL. In their present configuration, only possible departures and actual arrivals can be measured
using the PLCs; the actual departures and possible arrivalsthus have to be reconstructed. Reconstruction
is done according to equation (3). Note thatADi;j (PAi;j) is reconstructed using the value ofPDi;j
(ADi;j�1) since the necessary value ofAAi;j+1 (PDi;j�1) might be unknown or wrong.ADi;j = max (PDi;j ;AAi;j+1 ��min) ;PAi;j = min (PDi;j�1;ADi;j�1) ; (3)

where�min is the minimum amount of time required for transportation and docking. By settingADi;j
equal toAAi;j+1 � �min, the transportation and docking time is included in the EPT realisation on
workstationWSj. Based on the experiences of Steelweld,�min is taken as a constant (the value of which
is not reported here in order to respect the confidentiality of the case data).

Collection of data was not equally reliable on all workstations. ForW S1 andWS2, bad measure-
ments were frequently obtained. Furthermore, no data was available forWS7 andWS8. Since actual
arrivals onW S7 are unknown, actual departures onW S6 cannot be reconstructed. Thus only the first
six workstations are analysed for the case.



Since not all gathered events are correct, the data must be filtered. First of all, a number of the
events result in EPT–realisations that are unrealistically low or even negative if either possible or actual
arrivals are registered too late. Furthermore, since the machines are reliable, large EPT–realisations due
to failures and repairs only occur sporadically. Since onlya few of these realisations occur, no reliable
statistics concerning these high realisations can be obtained. The EPT realisation for loti on workstationj is thus only used during the analysis if it satisfies equation(4).�min?;j 6 EPTi;j 6 �max?;j (4)

Second stage of the EPT–approach

Distribution fitting, the second stage of the EPT–approach,is done by computing the values for�e, te
and2e per workstation from the obtained filtered EPT realisations, as presented in table 1. The data in
table 1 have been slightly altered, using a scaling factor, in order to respect the confidentiality of the data.
Based on this data, shifted Gamma distributions were fitted for all workstations.W Si te 2e �e te�eWS0 82.73 0.106 57.19 1.45WS1 77.13 1.316 19.72 3.91WS2 91.89 0.894 7.89 11.65WS3 120.00 0.135 80.85 1.48WS4 112.46 0.069 70.99 1.58WS5 111.90 0.033 94.65 1.18

Table 1: Fitted distributions for the industrial case

Third stage of the EPT–approach

In the third stage, the shifted Gamma distributions with parameters as presented in table 1 are used as
input for an ELP model, a discrete event simulation model in this case. The structure of the model is
identical to the structure ofFL, i.e., six unbuffered single server workstations in a flowline.

A distribution capturing the starvation observed on the first workstation has been obtained from the
data to model the starvation of the first workstation in the flowline. In order to obtain this starvation
distribution, a filter similar to equation (4) has been applied. The starvation distribution has propertiests = 63:63, 2s = 2:564 and�s = 29:58. If it is starving, the first workstation requests a lot from the
generator. The generator sends a lot on to the first workstation after an appropriate period of starvation.
Similarly, for the final workstation in the flowline, a distribution capturing the observed blocking is
obtained. The parameters of this blocking distribution aretb;5 = 15:10, 2b;5 = 8:04 and�b;5 = 1:97.

The true mean flow time' of FL is determined by computing the individual flow times from the
obtained data and deleting the unrealistic flow times. Flow time realisations are thus again filtered us-
ing a filter similar to equation (4). Due to filtering, some EPT–realisations are discarded during data
analysis. Consequently, the mean throughput cannot be computed as the amount of bodies produced
during the measured time period. Instead, mean throughputÆ will be computed by determining the mean
interdeparture time of bodies on workstationW S0.

The ELP model underestimates the throughputeÆ by 1.6%, whereas the flow timee' is overestimated
by 3.0% (simulation results presented in this section have aconfidence level of 99% and a relative width
of less than 0.1% of the mean). As can be seen, only a small error remains in the approximation. A part
of this error can be explained as follows. Firstly, the ELP model assumes identically and independently
distributed (iid) process times on all workstations. In thecase considered here, each lot is typically
of a different type than the preceding one. Sinceti;0 differs from ti;1 8i, a correlation is expected for
successive process times on a workstation. Due to the assumption of iid process times in the ELP model,



these correlations between successive process times on a workstation are neglected. Secondly, in the
ELP model, the process times of one lot on the successive workstations are assumed to be independent.
In the original model however, process times for one lot on successive workstations are correlated due
to the type–specific natural process times. The lumped parameter model again does not incorporate this
correlation.

To improve on this, type specific EPT–distributions can be fitted, as presented in table 2. The new
distributions are used in the ELP model. The model now overestimates botheÆ ande' by 0.3%. By adding
more detail, the approximations have become more accurate.pt0 pt1W Si te 2e �e te�e te 2e �e te�eW S0 86.01 0.139 59.16 1.45 78.42 0.041 57.19 1.37W S1 40.99 1.670 19.72 2.08 128.01 0.373 67.05 1.91W S2 136.50 0.224 69.02 1.98 36.11 0.538 7.89 4.58W S3 116.40 0.216 80.85 1.44 124.80 0.037 94.65 1.32W S4 107.19 0.027 70.99 1.51 119.42 0.102 86.77 1.38W S5 115.50 0.023 100.60 1.15 107.30 0.042 94.65 1.13

Table 2: Type specific fitted distributions for the industrial case

Fourth stage of the EPT–approach

A bottleneck analysis is performed, after which the suggested improvements are simulated by accord-
ingly adapting the EPT–distributions. It is used to determine which workstations are the major restrictions
on throughput and flow time. Workstations with highte or 2e are potential bottlenecks since they may
cause starvation or blocking.

Using the information of table 2, one can see that the values of te range from 36.11 to 136.50. Out
of this range, acceptable values ofte seem to lie between 100 and 120 seconds (although lower values
are obviously desirable). Therefore, parameterste1;1 , te2;0 andte3;1 are reduced to 120.00 seconds

Furthermore, table 2 illustrates that for most situations,2e < 0:25. Reduction of2e1;1 and2e2;1 to
0.25 is assumed to be feasible, whereas it is assumed that2e1;0 can be reduced to 0.75.

The suggested changes have been implemented in the ELP model. Implementation of these changes
would, according to the ELP model result in an increase of 4.6% in Æ and a decrease of 3.0% in'. The
simulation study with the unscaled data predicted improvements of the same order of magnitude; which
was further confirmed (for the throughput) during implementation; the flow time was not studied during
implementation.

6 Conclusions

A new method for performance analysis and lumped parameter modelling of single server flowlines sub-
ject to blocking has been proposed. The method is based on theeffective process time (EPT). Previously,
EPT has only been considered for infinitely buffered, isolated workstations. Here, a calculation method
for EPT-realizations for single server flowlines subject toblocking has been presented and validated. The
method translates event data (actual and possible arrivalsand departures of lots) into EPT–realisations
using sample-path like equations.

The EPT of a lot is the time experienced by the lot on a workstation from a logistical perspective. It
is implemented by means of an approach consisting of four stages, the so–called EPT–approach. In the
first stage, EPT–realisations are gathered from industrialdata. Next, the realisations are translated into
distributions. Typically, distributions are fitted using the first two moments (te, 2e). Simulation results



however show that the offset�e should be used as an additional distribution parameter. In the third stage,
an ELP model can be built and validated. Finally, in the fourth stage, the flowline can be optimized.

The EPT–approach has been applied to a case study taken from automotive industry. The ELP model
accurately estimated both throughput and flow time. Adding more detail to the ELP model (i.e., including
product type specific shifted Gamma distributions) furtherreduced errors to less than 0.3%. Based on the
EPT–approach, changes inte and2e were proposed to increase throughput and to decrease flow time.
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